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Twenty Russet Burbank seed lots were collected from

four states and one Canadian Province in 1988 and planted in

replicated trails at Powell Butte and Hermiston, Oregon as

part of a two year study to quantify clonal differences in

the cultivar. Samples of each seed lot were concurrently

increased and stored under identical conditions at Powell

Butte to preclude physiological age differences in seed used

for similar plantings in 1989. Non-genetic influences were

further reduced in the second year (1989) planting by

subjecting seed to a combination of eye-indexing and ELISA

testing to eliminate virus infected tubers. It was

postulated that any differences in yield and performance

observed in 1989 would be primarily genetically related.

Significant differences (p = 0.05) were noted in U.S.

No. 1 yields at both locations and in total yields at Powell

Butte in 1988. Similar plantings in 1989 using standardized

seed from the 1988 Powell Butte increase showed significant



differences in U.S. No. 1 yields only at Hermiston.

However, differences significant at the p = 0.10 level were

observed for both total and U.S. No. 1 yields, tuber size

distribution, and tuber specific gravity during both years

at Hermiston.

The range in yields decreased with the use of

standardized seed at Powell Butte as expected but increased

at Hermiston. Reasons for these seemingly contradictory

responses are unclear. If substantial differences in

maturity existed among the seed lots/clones, the long

growing season at Hermiston would have accentuated yield

differences. The 1989 Hermiston season was 20 days longer

than in 1988 and could have broadened yield ranges in 1989.

It is possible that non-genetic factors such as

physiological age and viral infection might have partially

masked maturity effects at Hermiston in 1988. The Powell

Butte growing season is too short to show strong yield

benefits from delayed maturity.

Consistent differences in seed lot performance in the

absence of non-genetic influences such as seed tuber

physiological age and viral content would suggest that

useful clonal differences exist. Four seed lots in these

studies consistently produced high yields at Powell Butte

and three at Hermiston during both years while one produced

high yields at both locations. Further, large yield

differences were still evident at Hermiston in 1989 in

trials planted with virus-tested, identically aged seed.



These results suggest that line selection from these seed

lots could produce high yielding Russet Burbank clones with

good tuber conformation. Additional field trials are needed

to fully characterize the nature and importance of these

potential clonal differences.
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Effect of Seed Source on Growth and Performance
of Potato (Solanum tuberosum L.)

Introduction

Potato (Solarium tuberosum L.) cultivars, typically

developed through sexual reproduction, are maintained true

to type through succeeding generations by vegetative

propagation. Clonal lines originating from single plants

are often developed and maintained by seed producers through

tissue culture and other methods of asexual reproduction. A

clone that is slightly different than the parent cultivar in

appearance or yielding ability can now be rapidly increased

through tissue culture and released to the industry as a new

cultivar.

Somatic mutations occur at a relatively low rate in

potato. Some mutations, such as changes in skin color or

russeting, are readily observed. It is probable that more

subtle changes in variety performance, such as yielding

ability or tuber size distribution also occur. Experienced

seed growers routinely remove obviously abnormal plants

through roguing. Some growers practice line selection

within a cultivar to improve yield and tuber shape. Many

lines have been developed in this way.

Several variables affect tuber yield, quality and

appearance. Collection of a diverse group of seed lots from
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growers and systematic evaluation in suitable field trials

over two years should identify potential clonal differences.

Observed differences in the first year's trials could be

caused by seed production and storage conditions, seed borne

disease, and genetic factors. Quantifying or removing the

first three would permit relatively accurate assessment of

genetic influences on performance. Clones obtained from

these seed lots could then be incorporated into a seed

program. These clones could also be used to test the

stability of clonal lines over a long period.
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Literature Review

Many factors affect yield of the cultivated potato,

Solanum tuberosum L. Some affect yield not only in the

current season but also in subsequent generations.

Influential factors include: geographical, environmental,

and cultural conditions, disease and pest levels, and source

of seed. To evaluate any one factor, all others must be

equalized.

A study of three varieties over a ten year period by

Dorozhkin and Cadychegov (1987) attributed 64% of the

variation in yield to production site, 23% to year, and 3%

to cultivar. Wurr (1978) indicated that variation in

performance due to year and site are largely attributable to

environmental factors in the commercial production year.

Variation attributable to the seed production year is

related to physiological age of the seed, management

practices, location and altitude of the growing area, soil

type and moisture content, and generation number in Limited-

Generation programs. The generation number of a seed lot

is generally indicative of seed health and vigor. In

Oregon's Limited Generation certification program as with

others, tolerances for virus symptoms and tuber borne

diseases are 0% at the nuclear generation and

proportionately higher with each succeeding generation

(Oregon Potato Seed Certification Standards, 1988).
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Workers have investigated yield variation within a

cultivar by looking at different seed sources (Flack, 1983;

Iritani, 1967; Youngberg, 1966) and clones (Wright and

Mellor, 1976; Davidson and Lawley, 1953; Bald and Oldaker,

1950). Differences attributable to seed source and clones

do exist, but are not always large and can vary by year and

location.

Source Variation

Russet Burbank seed lots from different sources have

been shown to differ in performance and yield (Iritani,

1967; Youngberg, 1966). Iritani found significant

differences in the behavior of Russet Burbank seed lots that

he collected from throughout Idaho and planted in field and

greenhouse tests. Youngberg collected seed lots of Russet

Burbank and Kennebec from Oregon growers and grew them in

three different locations. He found yields of Russet

Burbank to be significantly different among seed lots at two

locations and yields of Kennebec to differ among seed lots

at one location. Field evaluations were made for only one

year in both studies. Flack (1983) looked at seed from the

same clonal origin that was multiplied at Durham and

Cumbria, England. These locations were chosen to be as

similar as possible and were managed similarly. Seed from

these two sources (locations) was then planted in nationwide

trials in the UK. Yields of the Desiree cultivar were not
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significantly different for the two sources. Yields of the

Pentland Crown cultivar differed significantly from each

other with the Cumbria source out yielding the Durham source

in both total yield and marketable yield. He concluded that

"Desiree may be a more stable yielding variety than Pentland

Crown".

Clonal Variation

Yield differences among clones within a variety were

evaluated most recently by Wright and Mellor (1976), and

Wright (1983). Total and marketable yields of five virus-

free clones of Russet Burbank were evaluated for three

years. Differences in marketable yield and tuber numbers

were evident in only one of the three years. In another

study, Wright examined two or three clones each of Epicure,

Katandin, Kennebec, Keswick, Norchip, Norland, Red LaSoda,

Red Pontiac, Sebago, and White Rose. He again found

differences in marketable yield for individual clones of

three of these varieties, but in only one or two of the four

years. Differences among the clones studied were small and

inconsistent from year to year. He stated that "occasional

variations in tuber numbers and yields are caused by factors

other than intrinsic differences between clones of a

cultivar" (Wright, 1983).

In Australia, Bald and Oldaker (1950) compared clones

of different maturity and clones with the same maturity.
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They found that differences in maturity could explain the

difference in yield as long as the clones had enough time to

complete their growth. For clones of the same maturity they

concluded that although there may be differences at

intermediate stages of development, there were none at

harvest. It is therefore important that clones be evaluated

in an area with sufficient frost free days to allow

expression of any maturity differences.

Norgold and Russet Burbank clones were compared in

Oregon over a four year period (Mosley, 1981; 1982; 1983;

1984). Yield differences were observed in Norgold in most

years, but results were less clear for Russet Burbank.

Norgold is now available in at least four clonal versions;

Norgold Super, Norgold Regular, Norgold M, and Norgold 35.

After Sangre was released in Colorado in 1982, variations in

vine type were observed. Evaluation of seventeen clones

over three years showed that some of the variants were

superior in yield to the standard clone while maintaining

the same tuber type (Holm, 1988).

There is a strong feeling among growers that

differences do occur within a variety. A survey by the

Oregon Seed Growers Association (1989, unpublished) polled

29 potato growers and indicated that 74% of the respondents

believed that some Russet Burbank clones outproduce others.

In discussing the Vancouver potato cultivar collection,

Wright (1988) stated, "The current accessions include
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additional clones of Russet Burbank and a few other

important cultivars. Most of the additional clones are from

seed growers' selection programs. They were submitted for

virus eradication because of the possibility that selection

has improved their yielding potential".

It is evident that differences occur in both seed

sources and clonal lines. Some of these variants have been

attributed to a condition described as "giant hill".

Aberrations in Potato

Because potatoes are vegetatively propagated, changes

can occur within a cultivar only by mutation. These can be

naturally occurring somatic mutations which happen on the

frequency of one plant per 200,000 to 500,000 or they can be

induced (Howard, 1978). Miller (1954) listed several of our

present day varieties that have been obtained through

selection of somatic mutations. These mutations usually

involve skin color or russeting, but clones differing from

the original type in yielding ability and maturity have also

been released.

Russet Burbank is one of the oldest United States

varieties still in major use. It originated in 1873 when

Luther Burbank selected it from plants grown from a seed

ball of Early Rose (Stuart, 1937). Some years later a

russeted tuber was discovered in a Burbank crop, increased,
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and named Russet Burbank. Shepard et al (1980) states,

"[the fact) that Russet Burbank itself arose as a somatic

mutant from Burbank confirms that in potato spontaneous

changes do occur and are readily expressed".

"Giant Hill" is a characteristic mutation of Russet

Burbank and other cultivars. It is the result of a chimera

in the L2 and L3 cell layers which favors large vines which

usually produce large, roughly shaped tubers (Kwiatkowski,

1984). Giant hill is also associated with later maturity,

increased plant vigor, and improved disease resistance

(Yarwood, 1946). Attempts have been made to obtain giant

hill clones with smooth, uniform tubers and plants that are

resistant to "early dying" from Verticillium dahliae and other

causes (Easton and Nagel, 1985). Giant hill is also called

"bolting" by European authors and has been shown to be

associated with photoperiod. Work by Hawkes (1947) showed

that differences between normal plants and bolters were

evident under long days, but not under short days.

Because mutations do occur regularly in potatoes, it is

important that undesirable types be rogued from seed fields

to keep a variety true to type.

Line Selection

While removal of undesirable types is important,

selection of disease resistant plants and those with good
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tuber type and yielding ability is also important.

Whipple's (1920) line selection work did not provide

very strong evidence that high yielding lines exist within a

common population. Stewart (1920) selected high yielding

hills from three varieties and grew their progeny over a

number of years. The lines originating from high yielding

hills generally gave better yields than lines from

unselected stocks. Both of these papers reported "diseases

of degeneration" which include: curly dwarf, leaf roll,

spindling sprout, and mosiac. Undoubtedly, these diseases

contributed to differences and inconsistencies in yields.

The values of line selection were very evident before

development of virus free seed. One could discard

degenerating plants and increase yield in a seed lot by

providing better quality (less diseased) seed for planting.

With the advent of tissue culture and virus freeing methods,

a single plant can now be increased rapidly and provide

sufficient seed for a large number of hectares. It is

therefore important that only the best performing clones be

used as stock for tissue culture increase. This means that

differences among clones may not need to be statistically

significantly different in order to be economically

important. If clones are consistently higher in yield from

year to year and show a better tuber conformation than other

clones, even small differences could become important. In

an effort to avoid propagating mutants in tissue culture,
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most Canadian seed programs annually reselect tubers from

field grown plants to re-initiate each tissue culture

propagation cycle (Wright, 1988).
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Summary

Much attention is now being focused on somaclonal

variation in tissue culture (Secor and Shepard, 1981; Evans

et al, 1986; Sanford et al, 1984). Many questions posed by

earlier researchers about the source of somaclonal variation

are resurfacing. Secor and Shepard (1981) used two

different clones as controls in evaluating sixty five

protoplast-derived clones of Russet Burbank. One control

was the mother clone from which all others were derived and

the other was a virus-tested, stem-cut selection from North

Dakota. Differences existed not only among the 65 clones

tested, but also between the two controls. Comparisons of

the two clones showed that tuber length, width and thickness

were significantly different. The authors were not certain

whether these effects were caused by true genetic

differences or transient differences resulting from

different environments in which the clones were maintained.

Bald and Oldaker (1950) stated that, "it is almost

impossible to define the typical plant of a variety except

by reference to these same conditions of growth. Even the

standard of comparison, the norm, cannot be said to exist

apart from the environment in which it develops".

Variation in most aspects of potato growth and tuber

yield does exist. Differences have been attributed to

source of seed, management practices, environment, and
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disease levels. In comparing clones, it is necessary to

grow clean seed in one location under uniform conditions and

then store the clones in the same storage in order to

standardize the seed. This standardized seed is then grown

in replicated trials in different environments. Differences

which occur consistently in one or more locations can then

be attributed to genetic influences.

It may be possible that clones well adapted for

specific regions exist. Shepard and Secor (1981) state, "if

differences are obtained in different locations, and these

differences are stable in specific locales, it may be that

'locally adapted' clones will be found for optimum

performance in specific environments". Sanford et al (1984)

used electrophoresis to compare protoplast-derived clones

from Dr. Shepard's program with 'bolters' and concluded that

they are the same. It remains to be seen whether clones

better than the 'normal' Russet Burbank are developed from

tissue culture or already exist as selected lines in a seed

grower's program.
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CHAPTER 1

Performance Evaluation of Seed Lots from Different Sources
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Introduction

Potato yields are influenced by climatic and soil

conditions and various inputs controlled by the grower

including seed selection. Yields vary within a given seed

lot and among individual tubers (Wurr, 1978). Differences

in tuber physiological age account in part for differences

in yield. Physiological age is defined by Toosey (1964) as,

"the physiological state of the tuber at any given time".

Physiological age of seed is determined by the length of

time from harvest to planting (Kawakami, 1963) and the

environmental conditions under which it was grown and

stored. High temperatures during the growing season and

especially in storage increase the 'age' of a tuber

(Iritani, 1968). Physiologically old seed produces more

stems and smaller tubers than young seed even when the extra

number of tubers is compensated for by increased fertilizer

(Iritani and Weller, 1987).

Sprouting does not occur, even under favorable

conditions, for a period of 5 to 19 weeks after harvest

(Cutter, 1978). When sprouting does occur, the dominant

apical bud is usually the first to sprout. As a seed tuber

physiologically ages, apical dominance is lost and sprouts

develop in all eyes. Apical dominance pertains not only to

the bud itself, but to a dominant bud within each eye and a

dominant shoot on each sprout. Krijthe (1963) successively

desprouted tubers and allowed new sprouts to form.
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Branching of the sprouts and numbers of sprouts increased

each time. Tubers from different seed lots of the same

variety can differ in emergence and potential yield due to

environmental factors which influence physiological age.

Seed "source" refers to the grower, who determines

where and how the seed is produced. The grower influences

the age of the tubers through his choice of planting and

harvest dates, production site and methods, storage

temperature, and choice of seed. Seed lot identity is

maintained in part because growers feel seed stocks perform

differently. Not only are seed lots maintained separately

by seed growers, but outstanding plants from seed lots are

also selected and developed into individual lines.

Continual selection from these lines by the grower may

eventually alter the plant growth habit, tuber type, and

yield characteristics. If these differences remain stable

from year to year and from site to site, it seems probable

that genetic differences have been introduced and refined

through selection. Such differences have been shown in

Norgold Russet. The North Dakota State Seed Department

released Norgold Russet from a pedigree that includes Russet

Burbank in the grandparent generation (Johansen, 1965). The

1987 North Dakota and 1989 Nebraska certified seed lists

include three and four strains of certified Norgold Russet,

respectively. These strains differ in vine type, maturity,

and tuber yield. It is possible that these strains of
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Norgold Russet represent different degrees of the 'giant

hill' character. While giant hill may be beneficial in some

cultivars such as Norgold, it is generally an undesirable

condition in Russet Burbank that results from a

nonreversible mutation which increases plant and tuber size,

delays tuber maturity and increases tuber roughness

(Kwiatkowski, 1984). While some workers include all giant

hills in one group, Stanton (1952) classified giant hills as

semi-bolters, full-bolters, and super-bolters.

In order to evaluate genetic differences, it is

necessary that variation due to all non-genetic factors be

eliminated. If seed lots from different sources are grown

in comparison trials, observed differences in yield may be

caused by the environment, disease pressure, and previous

growing, storage, and handling conditions as well as by

naturally occurring somatic mutations (Kehr et al, 1964).

Variation caused by conditions in the commercial production

year can be reduced and accounted for by running comparison

trials in one location in order to reduce soil and climatic

differences. Running the same trials in two very different

areas will help determine if seed lot differences are

consistent from site to site.

This 1988 study was undertaken to determine: 1) if seed

lots from diverse sources perform differently, and 2)

whether performance differences are similar in two highly

different production areas.
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Materials and Methods

Seed Collection and Preparation

Samples of 23 Russet Burbank seed lots were collected

from the major seed producing areas of Oregon, Idaho,

Montana, Washington, and Alberta, Canada. Because the

objective of these trials was to determine if stable strains

of Russet Burbank exist, two giant hill selected lines were

included. Seed lot histories were researched in order to

determine which lots actually came from distinct

geographical areas and sources. Information collected

included field generation number, number of years on the

responding grower's farm, the responding growers seed source

and, the number of years the seed lot was maintained by the

preceding IcIrower. Information was gathered by personal

visit, telephone conversation, and written correspondence.

In the spring of 1988, 18 to 23 kg seed lot samples

were numbered from 1 to 23 as they were received from

cooperating growers. Tuber length and width measurements

were recorded and internal defects were noted as the seed

was hand cut into seed pieces weighing approximately 57 g.

Cutting knives were sterilized between each lot by immersion

in a Tri-Sodium Phosphate solution followed by dipping in

95% ethyl alcohol and flaming. The cutting table was also

cleaned between lots. Thirty seed pieces were cut for each

plot, dusted with the fungicide Captan at approximate
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recommended rates, and placed in paper sacks.

Production Practices

Seed pieces were planted in a randomized complete block

design with six replicates at the Hermiston Experiment

Station and four replicates at the Powell Butte Experiment

Station.

Hermiston is situated in a commercial production area

with a long growing season of 160 to 190 frost free days.

It is located 10 km from the Columbia River at an elevation

of 182 m with average daily temperatures ranging from 0°C in

January to 23°C in July. The Columbia Basin growing season

is sufficiently long for any seed lot effects on time of

maturity to be expressed. The plots were planted in a fine

sandy loam soil.

Powell Butte is situated in a seed and fresh market

growing area in central Oregon. Located at an elevation of

975 m it has a growing season of approximately 120 days with

average daily temperatures at Prineville (11 km to the east)

ranging from -6°C in January to 30°C in July. Freezing

temperatures can occur any time during the growing season.

The soil type is sandy loam. The Powell Butte site was

chosen to screen seed lots for early maturity and to provide

a location very different from Hermiston. Trials at both

locations consisted of single row plots 6.9 m long with 30

seed pieces planted 23 cm apart in rows 86 cm apart at
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Hermiston and 91 cm apart at Powell Butte. Seed pieces were

planted with a hand assisted planter. Plots were separated

by 1.5 m borders. A seed piece of the blue skinned, blue

fleshed All Blue cultivar was planted at both ends of each

plot as markers. Plots were planted on April 29, 1988

(Hermiston) and May 18, 1988 (Powell Butte) and harvested on

Sept. 14, 1988 (Hermiston) and Oct. 19, 1988 (Powell Butte).

Vines were removed at Hermiston by flailing one week prior

to harvest, resulting in a growing season of 131 days from

planting to vine kill. Killing frosts on September 10-13,

1988 at Powell Butte resulted in a growing season of

approximately 117 days from planting to vine killing frost.

Fields were prepared according to commercially accepted

practices in each production area. Fertilizer at Hermiston

was broadcast preplant (0-0-280-112n-1B kg/ha) and banded at

planting (84-112-56-79S kg/ha). Nitrogen was applied weekly

through a solid set irrigation system starting June 13 and

continuing through Aug. 1 for a total of 297 kg/ha. The

entire fertilizer complement of 21-16-18-7S (kg/ha) was

banded at planting at Powell Butte. Both locations were

irrigated as needed by solid set sprinklers; mechanical

cultivation and pesticides were employed as needed to manage

pests.
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Evaluations

Factors evaluated during the season included stand and

stem numbers at both locations and vine length and vigor at

Hermiston. Harvests of one plant per plot were taken every

three to four weeks during the season at Powell Butte and

Hermiston to monitor growth. At each harvest tuber numbers

and fresh tuber and vine weights were recorded.

Final harvest evaluations included determinations of

total and U.S. No. 1 yields, specific gravities, internal

defects, and visual appearance. Hermiston tubers were fried

at harvest and after four months in storage (7°C and 90% RH)

since most production in the area is processed into frozen

french fries. Average fry color of samples of 25 center

strips measuring 1 cm by 1 cm were visually evaluated at

harvest using USDA color charts. Fry color after storage

was objectively measured on samples of 20, 1 cm by 3 cm,

center slices with a photovolt reflectance instrument.

Photovolt readings were converted to the USDA fry color

scale using a linear regression model with a correlation

coefficient of 0.88. The USDA scale ranged from zero to

four, with zero representing a desireable light colored fry

and four an undesirable dark colored fry. A photovolt

reading of 34 is equivalent to a USDA rating of 0 and a

photovolt reading of 8.5 corresponds to a USDA rating of 4.
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Statistical Analyses

Harvest and fry data were subjected to an ANOVA using

the Statgraphics personal computer program (STSC, 1988). If

the F statistic lead to a rejection of the null hypothesis,

treatment means were separated and grouped by use of

Fisher's protected LSD test. Correlation analyses using

Spearman's rank correlation coefficient (r2) were used to

compare yields between locations.
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Results and Discussion

Seed Lot Histories

Many successful seed producers, particularly those

involved in Limited-Generation programs, supply other seed

growers with early generation lots and commercial growers

with late generation lots. A seed grower may separately

maintain several seed lots on his farm. These lots may

represent seed stocks that he has grown for years on the

farm or stocks that were obtained from another source, grown

for one year on the farm, and then sold. Table 1.1 lists

information collected for seed lots used in this experiment

in an effort to determine which lots came from recently

separate and distinct sources. Seed lots 5, 18, 20, and 21

were obtained from the same producer, but whether these four

samples represented different lots or were samples of the

same lot was unclear. To reduce duplication, lots 18, 20,

and 21 were not included in the data analyses.

Each seed lot, if sufficiently documented could be

traced back to the first "Russet" Burbank clone selected by

a grower around the turn of the century. Seed lots 2, 5,

and 14 represent clones tested by Wright and Mellor (1976)

as clones 1, 2, and 3, respectively. These three clones had

been grown and selected in parts of Idaho and British

Columbia for at least 40 years and represent major clones

for these production areas. Other seed lots on which
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information was available for more than three years include

lots 4, 7, 8, 13, 15, 16, 22, and 23. All of these, except

lot 22, originated in Montana and 4, 7, and 16 came directly

from Montana seed growers. Seed lots 8, 13, and 15 were

grown in Oregon one year (1987) before collection for

testing. Seed lots 22 and 23 were originally selected for

giant hill characteristics in 1982 and 1981, respectively.

Seed lot 10 represents a clone from British Columbia's seed

program and seed lot 11 originated from the New York

program.

Size and Internal Defects of Seed Lots

Length and width ratios calculated from samples of 25

to 30 tubers before seed was cut range from 1.5 to 2.3 with

an average of 1.9. No statistical analysis was run on these

ratios but the data indicates that all seed tubers were

typical of the oblong shape characteristic for Russet

Burbank. Before planting, internal tuber defects differed

significantly (p < 0.01) among seed lots with all but one

lot showing some degree of hollow heart, brown center, or

internal brown spot (Table 1.2). After harvest, internal

tuber defects did not differ significantly among seed lots.

Seed Lot Growth and Performance

Plant stands ranged from 95% to 100% at Hermiston and

from 79% to 99% at Powell Butte (Table 1.3). The lower
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plant stand at Powell Butte was partially caused by several

frosts during emergence. Inspection of seed pieces after

frosts revealed sprouts which had been killed to ground

level and the presence of multiple new sprouts below ground

level. Numbers of stems per plant differed significantly

among lots at Hermiston (p < 0.01) with lot 22 having the

highest number of stems (3.6) and 16 the lowest (2.1). A

typical character of giant hill is a low number of stems per

hill which contributes to fewer tubers than normal. The

high stem number for lot 22, presumed to be a giant hill

selection, suggests that it is not a true giant hill. Stem

numbers did not differ significantly among seed lots at

Powell Butte.

Vine vigor estimates were recorded at Hermiston late in

the season using a scale from zero to five (0 = dead, 5 =

green) to help determine differences in plant maturity among

lots. Seed lot 23, a giant hill selection, produced the

longest vines early in the season and the most vigorous

vines late in the season (Table 1.4). Seed lots 22 and 23

were originally selected and developed as giant hill clonal

lines. One objective in developing giant hill lines relates

to the possibility of selecting a semi-giant type which

might show increased vigor and yield without the undesirable

tuber characteristics usually associated with super-giant

hill plants. If a field is planted to 100% giant hill

plants, the spacing and equal maturation of the crop should
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help reduce tuber roughness. Seed lot 23 has more of the

giant hill characteristics, such as longer and more vigorous

vines and lower yields of U.S. No. 1 tubers, than does lot

22. At Hermiston, lot 23 produced a much greater mass of

vines, especially at 98 days from planting, and a much lower

tuber yield per unit of fresh vine weight than all other

lots (Figure 1.1). Seed lot 22 was closer in yield and vine

characteristics to the other "normal" seed lots, suggesting

it may be a semi-giant or may have lost the original

vigorous characteristics it was selected for. At Powell

Butte vine production by all seed lots was similar, but

tuber production for lot 23 was relatively low compared to

other lots, probably because this area's season is too short

to allow lot 23 to reach full maturity and yield.

Final Tuber Yield and Quality

Significant differences existed among seed lots in all

yield categories except for total yield at Hermiston.

Specific gravities differed significantly at Hermiston, but

not at Powell Butte.

At Hermiston, total yields ranged from 51.6 to 62.9

t/ha and U.S. No. 1 yields from 16.4 to 31.8 t/ha (Table

1.5). U.S. No. 1 yields were separated into weight

categories of 114-284 g and >284 g (Table 1.6). Seed lot 23

had the lowest yield in the 114-284 g category and was

significantly lower than 17 of the other seed lots. Visual
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evaluation of tubers showed differences in skin color, tuber

shape, skin set, and knobbiness; however the ratings for

these characters were typical of the Russet Burbank

cultivar. Seed lot 23 showed the highest degree of skinning

and knobbiness. Since skin set is an indicator of maturity,

this lot would probably mature too late in areas with short

growing seasons.

Powell Butte has a short growing season and as

expected, the late-maturing seed lot 23 had the lowest total

and U.S. No. 1 yields and the highest yield of cull tubers

(Table 1.7). Lot 5 had the highest total yield and lot 6

the highest U.S. No. 1 yield (Table 1.5).

To determine if high yielding seed lots at one location

had similar yields at the other location, percentiles were

calculated from z scores of the yields. At both locations,

seed lots 3, 8, 11, and 13 produced yields in the top third

and lots 3 and 6 produced U.S. No. 1 yields in the top

third. Seed lots 3 and 6 also produced yields in the top

third for tubers greater than 284 g at both locations.

These seed lots had consistently high yields in very

different environments, however, for all seed lots the

association between locations for total yield was weak (r2 =

0.20) and there was no association between the locations for

U.S. No. 1 yield. Seed lots 15, 19, and 23 produced total

yields in the bottom third for all seed lots at both

locations. The remaining seed lots did not produce similar
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yields at both locations. Some lots produced yields above

the overall average at one location and below the overall

average at the other (Figure 1.2). These contradictory

results might be caused by interactions among maturity

differences, tuber physiological age, and production and

handling of the seed lot.

Yield is somewhat proportional to the amount of time

available for growth. A short season area may not provide

sufficient time for a late maturing seed lot to reach

maximum yield. Short season yield suppression would be most

evident for physiologically young seed because of associated

late maturity. Differences in production and handling

histories among these seed lots almost certainly added to

the variability in yield observed at each location.

Fry Color

Fry colors of seed lots at harvest and after

approximately four months in storage were not significantly

different for either the stem or bud end. The combined stem

and bud end fry colors were darker after storage (USDA

rating = 1.8) than at harvest (USDA rating = 0.05), but were

still commercially acceptable.
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Conclusions

Seed lots from many sources differ significantly in

yield and performance when grown in replicated comparison

trials. These differences may be influenced by

physiological age of the seed lots (as determined by

production and storage practices), disease levels, and

possible genetic changes introduced by grower selection.

These results suggest that performance differences can be

attributed only partially to the geographical seed

production area, while production and storage practices also

play a major role.

Two seed lots (22 and 23) were selected for giant hill

characteristics with the goal of obtaining a giant hill line

with increased vigor and without the large vine mass and

rough tuber shape usually associated with giant hill. Seed

lot 23 exhibited typical giant hill characters and is

probably a super-giant type. Seed lot 22 was more typical

of the Russet Burbank habit in yield and growth and is

probably not a giant hill or perhaps only a semi-giant type.
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Table 1.1 Geographic source and
collected in 1988.

origin of 23 seed lots

Seed
lot

A 1/ B
Field

generation
Years
at A

Years
at B

1988
source

probable
origin

1 ID OR 2 2 1

2 ID BC 6 2 60

3 ALB ALB 5 1 ??

4 MT MT a 4 10 10

5 ALB a BC 4 1 ??

6 ALB CANADA 2/ 4 1 ??

7 MT MT b 4 25 25

8 OR MT b 4 1 25

9 MT MT 4 1 ??

10 OR b CANADA 1 1 LAB3/
11 OR b NY 1 1 LAB4/
12 OR OR 3 1 1

13 WA MT b 5 1 25

14 ID ID 4 1+ ??

15 OR MT 4 1 11

16 MT MT a 5 1 10

17 ID CO ?? 1 ??

18 ALB a ?? 4 ?? ??

19 OR ND 4 1 ??

20 ALB a ?? ?? ?? ??

21 ALB a ?? 5 ?? ??

22 OR c WA c 3 1 1

23 OR c WA c 3 1 1

1/ Locations followed by same letter in a column denote seed
lots from the same grower

2/ Alberta or British Columbia, Canada
3/ Nova Scotia, Canada
4/ Uihlein seed farm, Cornell University, New York
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Table 1.2. Internal defects observed in 20 seed lots before
planting, 1988.

Seed lot

Percent of tubers showing
Hollow
heart

Brown
center

Internal
brown spot

1 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 3.3 16.7 16.7
3 6.6 30.0 0.0
4 0.0 10.0 10.0
5 46.7 13.3 0.0
6 26.7 10.0 0.0
7 0.0 10.0 3.3
8 3.3 10.0 13.3
9 0.0 3.3 3.3

10 0.0 0.0 3.3
11 0.0 10.0 0.0
12 3.3 6.7 3.3
13 0.0 0.0 3.3
14 0.0 16.7 6.7
15 0.0 20.0 23.3
16 0.0 20.0 23.3
17 0.0 3.3 3.3
19 6.7 0.0 13.3
22 3.3 6.7 0.0
23 12.0 0.0 0.0

LSD @ 5% 14.0 14.4 11.7
LSD @ 1% 18.6 19.1 15.5
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Table 1.3. Plants per plot and stems per plant for 20 seed
Hermiston and Powell Butte, Oregon,lots at

1988.

Seed lot
Stand 1/ Stems/plant

Herm. P.B. Herm. P.B.

1 29.5 29.3 2.8 5.0
2 29.5 29.3 2.3 3.9

3 29.5 28.7 2.8 4.8

4 29.8 28.0 2.7 5.1

5 29.3 27.7 3.0 4.3

6 29.5 26.3 2.7 4.8

7 28.8 28.7 2.5 4.3

8 30.0 28.0 2.5 4.3

9 29.3 29.0 2.9 4.2

10 29.8 24.0 2.5 4.5
11 29.5 27.3 2.5 4.2

12 29.3 23.7 2.6 4.0

13 29.0 28.7 2.9 4.2

14 29.5 29.3 2.5 4.1

15 28.8 29.7 2.7 4.2

16 30.1 28.7 2.1 4.1

17 30.0 27.3 2.5 4.0

19 29.3 27.7 2.8 4.8
22 29.3 27.0 3.6 4.8

23 29.5 28.0 2.2 5.1

AVERAGE 29.4 27.9 2.7 4.4

LSD @ 1% NS NS 0.5 NS

LSD @ 5% NS NS 0.4 NS

1/ 100% stand = 30 plants
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Table 1.4. Vine lengths (cm) and vine vigor ratings for 20
Oregon, 1988.seed lots at Hermiston,

Seed lot

Vine
length
6-20-88

Vine
vigor 1/
9-1-88

1 49.9 2.4
2 52.1 2.1
3 52.6 2.5
4 51.0 2.0
5 50.8 2.4
6 51.8 3.0
7 49.9 2.4
8 53.0 2.5
9 50.7 3.1
10 50.8 2.0
11 51.2 1.6
12 50.6 2.3
13 49.8 1.8
14 51.8 2.0
15 50.3 1.7
16 46.3 2.1
17 51.0 2.6
19 50.5 1.8
22 52.4 1.5
23 55.0 4.8

AVERAGE 51.1 2.3
LSD @ 5% 2.7 1.1
LSD @ 1% 3.6 1.5

1 / Subjective rating; 0=dead vines, 5=green vines
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Table 1.5. Total and U.S. No. 1 yields (T/ha) and specific
gravities of 20 seed lots at Powell Butte and
Hermiston. OR, 1988.

Seed
lot

Powell Butte Hermiston
Total No. 1 Specific
yield yield gravity

Total
Yield

No. 1
yield

Specific
gravity

1 43.6 26.3 1.078 61.7 20.5 1.073
2 46.6 29.7 1.077 60.6 24.0 1.071
3 48.7 30.5 1.078 60.9 26.6 1.073
4 45.9 27.7 1.077 61.9 29.3 1.075
5 51.3 34.9 1.079 57.5 20.9 1.072
6 50.4 36.5 1.080 58.9 27.0 1.073
7 50.3 30.7 1.078 53.9 20.0 1.073
8 49.5 32.6 1.079 62.9 25.6 1.074
9 42.8 23.3 1.078 60.7 22.1 1.076

10 48.1 33.8 1.080 56.2 16.4 1.071
11 47.5 30.3 1.080 60.3 21.1 1.071
12 46.5 31.3 1.077 60.3 21.7 1.071
13 47.5 28.8 1.088 60.3 20.9 1.074
14 45.4 27.8 1.078 54.6 24.6 1.073
15 42.7 25.9 1.078 54.9 31.8 1.073
16 45.9 26.5 1.076 57.3 24.4 1.077
17 46.5 25.2 1.078 59.2 24.8 1.073
19 40.7 26.9 1.079 51.6 21.7 1.073
22 46.6 27.0 1.080 55.9 23.2 1.072
23 39.8 18.2 1.079 55.3 16.5 1.071

AVERAGE 46.3 28.7 1.079 58.2 23.2 1.073
LSD @ 5% 5.6 6.5 NS NS 6.9 0.003
LSD @ 1% 7.5 8.6 NS NS 9.2 0.004
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1.6. Yields (T/ha) of tubers by weight and grade
for 20 seed lots at Hermiston,

1988.
categories
Oregon,

Seed lot <114g
U.S. No. 1

U.S. No.2 Culls114-284g >284g
1 20.1 17.4 3.1 12.9 28.3

2 12.0 16.1 7.9 14.8 21.8

3 13.8 17.6 9.0 14.1 20.2

4 16.5 23.1 6.2 9.2 23.4

5 14.9 14.7 6.2 13.1 23.6

6 14.4 18.5 8.5 10.1 21.7

7 16.3 15.2 4.8 10.5 23.4

8 16.6 18.8 6.8 9.8 27.5
9 19.1 18.7 3.4 12.0 26.5

10 17.3 12.3 4.1 13.7 26.1

11 16.0 18.1 3.0 13.3 25.9

12 16.0 17.8 3.9 13.2 25.4

13 17.4 15.4 5.5 14.6 24.8

14 13.9 19.1 5.5 11.6 18.4

15 14.3 24.2 7.6 5.7 17.4

16 13.4 18.6 5.8 13.6 19.3

17 15.1 18.2 6.5 12.5 21.9

19 16.2 16.7 5.0 10.0 19.9

22 11.7 20.0 3.2 10.0 22.7

23 13.3 8.7 7.8 11.3 27.4

AVERAGE 15.6 17.5 5.7 11.8 23.3

LSD @ 5% 2.6 5.4 3.9 4.1 4.8

LSD @ 1% 3.5 7.2 5.2 5.5 6.4
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1.7. Yields (T/ha)
for

1988.

of tubers by weight and grade
20 seed lots at Powell Butte,categories

Oregon,

Seed lot <114g
U.S. No. 1

U.S. No.2 Culls114-284g >284g
1 16.1 23.0 3.3 0.8 16.5
2 12.4 20.5 9.3 0.9 16.0
3 15.3 20.7 9.8 1.4 16.8
4 15.7 22.7 5.0 0.9 17.3
5 13.7 25.5 9.4 0.6 15.8
6 10.8 25.0 11.5 1.0 12.9
7 14.5 23.4 7.3 1.7 17.9
8 12.9 24.2 8.4 1.2 15.7
9 17.0 20.1 3.2 1.2 18.2
10 13.1 26.9 6.9 0.4 13.9
11 13.3 23.9 6.4 1.5 15.6
12 13.7 24.3 6.9 0.6 14.5
13 15.6 22.1 6.6 0.9 17.8
14 14.8 19.7 8.1 0.6 17.0
15 12.8 20.8 5.1 1.5 15.2
16 14.4 21.0 5.5 1.6 17.8
17 16.2 21.2 4.0 2.2 19.1
19 11.4 21.5 5.4 1.0 12.9
22 17.0 21.4 5.5 0.6 19.1
23 18.4 17.7 0.5 0.7 20.9

AVERAGE 14.5 22.3 6.4 1.1 16.5
LSD @ 5% 3.6 4.5 4.0 0.7 3.8
LSD @ 1% 4.8 6.0 5.3 1.8 5.1



Figure 1.1. Fresh vine and tuber weights of two giant hill seed lots

compared to 18 normal lots at Hermiston, OR, 1988.
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Figure 1.2. Deviations from the overall average total and U.S. No. 1

yields for 20 seed lots at Powell Butte and Hermiston, OR, 1988.
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CHAPTER 2

Standardization of Seed Lots for Comparison
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Introduction

Many factors influence yields from seed lots planted in

comparison trials. These factors include physiological age,

disease level, production and storage practices and the

genetic makeup of the seed lot (Davidson and Lawley, 1953;

Flack, 1983; Wurr, 1978). Genetic factors controlling

performance of a particular seed lot can be evaluated only

after all other factors have been accounted for. This can

be done through the use of disease free seed produced and

stored under uniform conditions. After these confounding

influences have been eliminated, performance differences

among seed lots can then be attributed to differences in

genetic makeup among seed lots.

The seed used for this 1989 study was produced at

Powell Butte in 1988 from subsamples of the original seed

lot samples. The objectives were to: 1) standardize seed by

removing confounding influences so comparisons of genetic

differences could be made in 1989 replicated yield trials,

and 2) to account for any difference in virus infection

levels of seed lots grown in replicated yield trials in

1988.
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Materials and Methods

Increase of Seed Lots

Twenty seed lot sub-samples were planted in an

unreplicated seed increase plot at Powell Butte, which is

situated in a major seed growing area. The increase plot

was included with and treated identically to the seed

increase plots for the Oregon Variety Development Program.

Plots were planted in two adjacent rows 91 cm apart with a

blank row on either side to allow roguing and inspection

without contacting vines and spreading sap-transmitted

viruses. The plots were rogued every other week for virus

infected and off-type plants. Preventive insecticide sprays

of oil and orthene were used regularly to minimize

populations of virus-vectoring insects. Plots were

irrigated by use of solid set sprinklers as needed during

the season. Tubers were harvested with a one row digger and

placed in polyethylene mesh bags. Tubers were stored at the

Powell Butte facility at a temperature of 3 to 5°C. and 90 to

92% relative humidity.

Virus Testing of Seed Lots

On January 19, 1989, 110 tubers from each of the 20

seed lots increased at Powell Butte were removed from

storage for eye-indexing. The tuber and bud end of each

tuber were numbered and the bud end was excised with a melon
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ball cutter which was sterilized between each tuber. The

excised pieces were planted in greenhouse soil beds four

days later and plants were grown to approximately 20 cm.

One leaf from each visually healthy plant was collected and

numbered to match the seed piece and corresponding stored

tuber. Plants showing visual mosaic or disease symptoms were

not sampled for testing and the corresponding tubers were

discarded. A one cm disk was punched from each leaf and

grouped into batch samples representing five plants. These

samples were tested for potato viruses X, Y, and leaf roll

(PVX, PVY, PLRV) using an Enzyme-linked immunosorbant assay

(ELISA). Tests for Potato virus S (PVS) were not performed

because of the difficulty of maintaining PVS freedom and the

fact that PVS does not severely reduce yield. A study by

Manzer et al (1978) showed that reinfection of seed with PVS

can be as high as 67% in one year even when efforts are

taken to minimize mechanical spread. ELISA tests were

performed according to the method described by Clark and

Adams (1977). Tissue samples were ground in a buffer and

the sample extract was loaded into microplates coated with

antiserum specific for PVX, PVY, or PLRV. Each plate

consisted of four wells with a known virus infected check,

two wells with the sample buffer only, six wells with serum

from a known healthy control, and two wells per sample to

provide a comparison for each sample. The results were
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determined using a Bio-Tek photometer set at a wavelength of

405 nm. Any sample that exceeded twice the mean of the

healthy controls for that plate was considered to be

infected. While there is no universally accepted positive-

negative threshold, twice the absorbance reading of the

healthy control is the critical level most often used

according to a survey of papers listing ELISA threshold

values (Sutula et al, 1986). When a sample tested positive

for a virus, the numbered leaves were resampled and

individually tested to determine which were infected.

Results of the tests were used to discard infected tubers

when the seed was cut for field planting. Care was taken to

cut the seed before any sprouting had occurred, because PVX

can be spread by physical contact of sprouts.

Seed Lot Grow Out Tests for Virus Evaluation

All seed lots received from growers in 1988 were

inspected and certified and as such should not have had high

levels of tuber transmitted diseases. At harvest, samples

of 20 tubers were collected from each plot to conduct winter

grow out tests to determine the amount of virus in each seed

lot and whether yield and virus levels were correlated. A

small seed piece was cut from the bud end of each tuber and

dipped 'in a five percent chlorox solution before planting in

soil beds in a greenhouse. When the plants were
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approximately 20 cm tall, they were visually evaluated for

virus symptoms by the author and 0. Gutbrod, Oregon State

University Potato Seed Certification Specialist. ELISA

tests were performed for plants exhibiting possible virus

symptoms. No distinction was made between PVX and PVY; both

were simply recorded as mosaic viruses.
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Results and Discussion

Virus Testing by ELISA

Nine seed lots tested PVX free, 17 lots tested PVY

free, and all 20 lots tested PLRV free. Table 2.1 presents

the range of values for the negative and positive readings

of the five plant samples. All tubers testing PVX positive

were discarded before planting, but a calculation error in

the PVY ELISA readings was not detected until after the seed

had been planted. Reevaluation of the ELISA data showed

seed lots 16, 19, and 22 to be positive for PVY (Table 2.2).

When the first plate of positive PVX samples were

retested as individual plants, retest plates for PVY and

PLRV were also examined. Results showed that some of the

combined five plant samples originally testing negative for

PVY tested positive as individual plants, while PLRV samples

remained negative. These results suggest that low levels of

PVY present in some of the individual plants were not

detectable when the virus content was diluted by running

combined five plant samples. The procedure of using five

plants per sample was continued because to individually test

each plant would have required more than 2640 tests for PVY

alone and would be cost prohibitive, furthermore, the

combined sample method would still have detected high levels

of PVY.

This overall screening of tubers by eye-indexing and
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ELISA testing only visually healthy plants was chosen as the

most cost effective method to effectively screen a large

number of different generation seed lots and remove tubers

with high levels of virus.

Winter Grow Out Tests

At each location, there were no significant differences

in disease levels in plants grown from bud end pieces of

tubers collected from the 1988 harvest. The percentage of

plants per seed lot with mosaic symptoms was much higher at

Hermiston, with a range from 17.4 to 56.9 and an average of

41.2, than at Powell Butte, where the average was 0.3 and

the range was 0.0 to 1.3. Leaf roll symptoms were rare in

the samples from both locations, with slightly more leaf

roll evident in the Hermiston material (Table 2.3). There

was no correlation (r = 0.02) between the yield and percent

diseased plants at Hermiston, where the highest levels of

virus occurred.

The level of virus present in the harvests from these

two locations showed that most of the Hermiston material

became infected during the 1988 season as the incidence of

infection was very low at Powell Butte. Powell Butte is a

good location to increase seed for commercial production

because there is little increase in virus levels during the

season and the growing season is relatively short. The

samples for the winter grow out tests came from the
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replicated yield trials at both locations which did not

receive regular insecticide sprays for virus-vectoring

insects as did the seed increase plots.
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Conclusions

Grow out tests of tubers harvested in 1988 show that

most of the virus infection occurred during the current

season because virus levels at Powell Butte were very low

while the same seed lots at Hermiston had a much higher

level of virus infection. The fact that tuber yield was not

correlated (r = 0.02) with virus infection levels at

Hermiston further suggests that virus infection occurred

primarily in 1988 and probably during the latter half of the

growing season.

The amount of virus in the seed lots when received from

the growers was not expected to increase greatly at Powell

Butte which showed a range of 0 to 1.3% mosiac symptoms and

0% leaf roll. These levels were probably too low to account

for large yield differences observed in 1988. It appears,

therefore, that non-pathological factors including

physiological age accounted for performance differences

noted in 1988.

Because differences in physiological age and virus

infection were largely eliminated in the 1988 seed increase

at Powell Butte, any further significant differences in the

yield obtained from these seed tubers can be attributed

primarily to the genetic makeup of the seed lot.



Table 2.1. Summary of ELISA readings (A405) for 20 seed
lots grown at Powell Butte, Oregon, 1988.

Healthy (+)

PVX Range 0.130-0.266 0.329-1.824
Mean 0.177 0.700
SD 0.032 0.279
CV 17.8 39.8

PVY Range 0.110-0.344 0.318-0.574
Mean 0.196 0.413
SD 0.050 0.067
CV 25.6 16.2

PLRV Range 0.126-0.283 None
Mean 0.190 fl

SD 0.045 II

CV 23.9 fl
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Table 2.2 Three seed lots with positive PVY ELISA values
from the seed increase trial at Powell Butte,
Oregon, 1988. 1/

50

Seed lot
ELISA
plate no.

Healthy
mean X

Sample
2 range

Number (+)
samples Z/

16 Y-10 0.296 0.150-0.437 1

19 Y-10 0.296 0.174-0.292 0

19 Y-11 0.316 0.189-0.400 5

22 Y-11 0.316 0.248-0.574 10
22 Y-12 0.392 0.299-0.442 3

1/ Absorbance values from Bio-Tek photometer reader set at
A405

2/ Five plants per sample
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Table 2.3 Percent of healthy and virus infected tubers from
harvests at Powell Butte and Hermiston, Oregon,
1988.

Seed lot
Powell Butte Hermiston

H 1/ MO LR H MO LR

1 100.0 0.0 0.0 46.8 53.2 0.0

2 100.0 0.0 0.0 41.5 56.9 1.7

3 98.8 1.3 0.0 62.4 37.6 0.0

4 98.8 1.3 0.0 61.9 38.1 0.0

5 100.0 0.0 0.0 46.3 53.7 0.0

6 100.0 0.0 0.0 64.1 30.6 5.3

7 100.0 0.0 0.0 62.2 37.8 0.0

8 100.0 0.0 0.0 64.9 35.1 0.0

9 98.8 1.3 0.0 67.3 32.7 0.0

10 100.0 0.0 0.0 .48.9 48.7 2.4

11 100.0 0.0 0.0 55.6 44.4 0.0

12 100.0 0.0 0.0 62.6 37.4 0.0

13 98.7 0.0 1.3 53.9 46.1 0.0

14 100.0 0.0 0.0 53.4 46.6 0.0

15 100.0 0.0 0.0 43.8 56.2 0.0

16 100.0 0.0 0.0 82.6 17.4 0.0

17 98.8 1.3 0.0 52.8 47.2 0.0

19 100.0 0.0 0.0 59.8 40.2 0.0

22 100.0 0.0 0.0 68.3 31.7 0.0

23 100.0 0.0 0.0 59.8 33.1 7.1

Average 99.7 0.3 0.1 57.9 41.2 0.8

LSD @ 5% NS NS NS NS NS NS

1/ H = healthy, MO = mosiac, LR = leaf roll
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CHAPTER 3

Performance of Seed Lots Before and After Standardization
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Introduction

Performance differences among seed lots from various

sources are partially due to genetic influences, differences

in physiological age associated with different production

and storage histories, and disease levels (Iritani and

Weller, 1987; Kehr, 1964; Kunkel et al, 1977).

Standardizing seed lots by removing non-genetic influences

allows for evaluation of genetic differences among seed

lots. Since most seed lots originate from vegetative

propagation of a small number of selected tubers, they are

essentially clonal lines and differences in performance

among standardized seed lots may indicate potential clonal

differences within a cultivar.

The objectives of these second year comparison trials

were to: 1) evaluate the performance of standardized seed

produced and stored under uniform conditions in 1988 in

order to detect any practical or significant genetic

differences in tuber yield and size, and 2) to compare seed

performance before and after standardization.
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Materials and Methods

Production Practices

Seed was prepared and planted at Powell Butte and

Hermiston, Oregon and similar production practices were

followed as described in chapter one. Treatments were

arranged in a randomized complete block design with four

replications. Plots were planted on April 14, 1989

(Hermiston) and May 19, 1989 (Powell Butte) and harvested on

Sept. 21, 1989 (Hermiston) and Oct. 19, 1989 (Powell Butte).

Vines were killed at Hermiston on Sept. 14 with a 4.7 L/ha

application of diquat, resulting in a growing season of 153

days. A killing frost at Powell Butte occurred on Sept. 10,

1989, shortening the growing season to 114 days.

Evaluations

Emergence, stand, and vine length were evaluated at

both locations. Three plants from each seed lot were

harvested from unreplicated observation plots every three

weeks during the season to monitor plant growth and tuber

numbers and weights.

Plants showing giant hill symptoms late in the season

at Hermiston were flagged to determine whether any seed lots

other than the giant hill selections (lots 22 and 23) had

developed a large percentage of giant hill plants.

At harvest, plots were evaluated as described in
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chapter one. In addition, lengths and widths of U.S. No. 1

tubers weighing 114-284 g and >284 g were measured to

quantify tuber shape. French fry tests were performed at

harvest and after storage. Fry colors were objectively

measured with a photovolt meter.

Statistical Analyses

Analyses of variance were performed as described in

chapter one. Correlation analyses using Spearman's rank

correlation coefficient (r2) was used to compare yields

between locations and years and Pearson's correlation

coefficient (r) was used to determine any significant

association between selected growth and performance

characters.
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Results and Discussion

Seed Lot Emergence

Since seed tubers used for the second year (1989) trial

were produced and stored under uniform conditions, all seed

lots should have been of the same physiological age and

differences in emergence should have been influenced

primarily by genetic factors. Plant stands were counted 3

times at 10 day intervals at Powell Butte and 4 times at 7

day intervals at Hermiston. Seed lots differed

significantly in emergence (p < 0.05) only at the last (41

days from planting) Powell Butte stand count. Strong

positive correlations (r > 0.75) between final yield and

plant stands were noted for the last two readings at

Hermiston, but not at Powell Butte (Table 3.1). Seed lot 23

produced the highest stand count approximately 30 days from

planting at Powell Butte and the lowest (tied with lot 7) at

Hermiston (Table 3.2). This difference in emergence may

help to explain yield differences observed for lot 23 at the

two locations.

Eight seed lots had no giant hill plants while the

remaining lots had less than 1% giant hill plants. The

number of giant hill plants did not increase greatly during

the two years of comparison trials.
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Tuber Size and Internal Defects

Tuber length to width ratios at Hermiston ranged from

1.67 to 1.92 for the 114-284 g size category and from 1.76

to 2.72 for tubers weighing more than 284 g (Table 3.3).

Ratios for tubers weighing more than 284 g differed

significantly among lots (p < 0.01), while ratios for the

114-284 g tubers did not. The >284 g size tubers of seed

lot 23 were almost 3 times as long as wide with a ratio of

2.7 that was significantly higher than for all other lots.

Ratios for all other lots were similar to each other.

At Powell Butte, length to width ratios for the various

seed lots were significantly different (p < 0.01) for the

114-284 g size but not for the >284 g size (Table 3.3).

Ratios ranged from 1.49 to 1.71 for the 114-284 g tubers and

from 1.74 to 2.01 for the >284 g tubers.

The percentage of tubers with brown center differed

significantly (p < 0.01) among lots only at Hermiston. No

differences in hollow heart, internal brown spot, or

vascular discoloration were detected at either location.

The only consistent pattern observed for internal defects

over a two year period was the fact that seed lot 23 always

ranked among the top three lots in tuber hollow heart at

both locations.
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Final Tuber Yield and Quality

Total and U.S. No. 1 yields did not differ

significantly at Powell Butte, however, differences existed

in total yields at p = 0.10 and in U.S. No. 1 yields at p =

0.01 at Hermiston (Tables 3.4, 3.5). Even very small but

consistent yield differences can be important in Limited-

Generation programs when a small number of tubers are

repeatedly and rapidly increased to provide seed for a large

number of hectares.

At Powell Butte, significant differences in performance

among lots in year one (1988) before seed was standardized

disappeared in the second year (1989). Seed lots 5, 6, 7,

and 8 were among the top third of all lots for total yield

and lots 3, 10, 11, and 12 were among the top third for U.S.

No. 1 yields for both years at Powell Butte. For all of the

seed lots at Powell Butte, the association between years for

total yield was weak (r2 = 0.21), while there was no

association between years for U.S. No. 1 yields.

At Hermiston differences existed both years in all

yield categories and in specific gravities at the p = 0.10

level (Table 3.4). Seed lots 2, 8 and 11 ranked in the top

third in total yield and lots 4 and 15 ranked in the top

third in U.S. No. 1 yields for both years. For all of the

seed lots at Hermiston, there was no association between

years for total yield, but the association between years for

U.S. No. 1 yields was moderate (r2 = 0.50).
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Seed lot 8 consistently had total yields in the top

third of all seed lots at both locations during both years.

The genetic influence of this seed lot is responsible for

these consistently high yields because non-genetic

influences were removed in the second year (1989) and

because the only constant variable over two years in two

very different locations was the seed lot.

The range in total and U.S. No. 1 yields decreased in

the second year at Powell Butte but increased at Hermiston.

The range in yields should have been smaller in the second

year of testing, because non-genetic influences had been

reduced by virus removal and production and storage of seed

lots under identical conditions. Seed lot interactions with

environment do exist and will influence yield from year to

year (Bald and Oldaker, 1950; Wurr, 1978). It is probable

that length of growing season contributed to the wider range

of yields at Hermiston in year two (1989). Hermiston has a

longer growing season than Powell Butte and would have

provided sufficient time for any maturity differences to be

expressed.

In the second year of testing (1989), seed lot 23 still

produced a large mass of vines which stayed green longer

than any other seed lot, suggesting that this lot was still

typically late maturing in 1989. Tuber yield for lot 23 was

4 tons/ha higher than average at Powell Butte and 14 tons/ha

below average at Hermiston (Figure 3.1). These results seem
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to be contradictory, because a late maturing seed lot would

be expected to yield poorly at Powell Butte because of the

short season and to yield well at Hermiston due to the long

season. At Powell Butte, lot 23 produced the highest stands

at 32 days from planting and the highest tuber growth rate

(28.3 g/day) of all lots during the season, which

contributed to a yield 4 t/ha above average. At Hermiston,

lot 23 produced one of the two lowest stand counts at 31

days from planting and a near average tuber growth rate

(16.2 g/day), which contributed to a yield 14 t/ha below

average.

During the season, seed lot 23 always had the lowest

number of tubers at the first harvest, and substantial vine

growth in both years and locations (Tables 3.8, 3.9, 3.10,

3.11). The tuber growth rate of lot 23 in 1988 at Powell

Butte was 14.1 g/day and 11.3 g/day at Hermiston. In 1989,

tuber growth rate for lot 23 was 28.3 g/day at Powell Butte

and 16.2 g/day at Hermiston. These results indicate that

although lot 23 produced large vines and a low tuber set

both years, a sizable difference in tuber growth rates

occurred in the second year which lead to yields

inconsistent with a late maturing line.

Visual evaluation of tuber appearance at harvest

produced significant differences (p = 0.05) only for eye

depth and skin set at Hermiston. Tuber skinning was most

evident for lot 23 at Hermiston, further indicating that it
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is late maturing.

Fry Color

Seed lots did not differ in fry color at harvest.

Significant differences (p = 0.05) occurred in both the stem

and bud ends of seed lots after approximately three months

of storage. The darkest fry color was a commercially

acceptable stem end reading of 1.5. In both years of

testing, all seed lots produced acceptable light colored

fries after two months or more in storage at 7°C and 90% RH.
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Conclusions

Yield differences persist among virus-tested seed lots

from diverse sources even when crops are produced from seed

grown and stored at one location. Yield differences in the

second year can be largely attributed to genetic

differences, since non-genetic factors were removed or

greatly reduced. At Powell Butte, four seed lots

consistently yielded high during both years and at Hermiston

three seed lots yielded consistently high during both years.

One of these (seed lot 8) yielded high at both locations

during both years. Seed lots are essentially clonal lines

that originate by vegetative propagation from a few selected

tubers and stable differences over time and in different

locations, such as shown in these studies, suggest that

clonal differences exist. These differences can be useful

if a grower practices line selection for increased yield and

better tuber conformation.

The range in total yields for standardized seed lots

was smaller in a short growing season in the second year

than for unstandardized seed lots in year one suggesting

that many of the factors which influenced yields in the

first year have been removed. In a long growing season, the

range in total yields for the standardized seed lots in the

second year was greater than for unstandardized lots in year

one. The range in yields should be smaller in the second

year of testing, because non-genetic influences had been
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reduced or removed by planting standardized seed. It is

possible that the confounding influences of different

physiological age and disease levels masked differences

among seed lots in the first year. Also, the 1989 season at

Hermiston was approximately 20 days longer, allowing for

increased maturity compared to 1988. During a long season,

there is more time for maturity differences to be expressed

and the range of yields can become large, while there is not

enough time for this to occur in a short season.

At Hermiston, the long season location, total yield,

U.S. No. 1 yield, and tuber size distribution differed

significantly at the 10% level during both years suggesting

that differences among seed lots exist even after non-

genetic variables are reduced or removed. While most

statisticians do not consider a significance level of 10% (p

= 0.10) to be meaningful, in this instance it may be a

practical difference to a grower if it is consistent from

year to year, because a small increase in yield can greatly

increase profits. Further, if a seed lot is repeatedly

increased to produce seed for a Limited-Generation program,

a statistically non-significant difference in yield could

become large over time as a small amount of seed is

increased over several years to hundreds of hectares.

No changes in growth habit were noted. Seed lot 23, a

giant hill selected line, always produced a larger vine mass

and a lower number of tubers than all other lots. This lot
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also had the highest percentage of hollow heart in both

years at both locations. Lot 23 had a high degree of giant

hill characteristics as described by Stanton (1952) and

Kwiatkowski (1984), while lot 22, the other giant hill

selected line, was more normal in appearance and growth.



Table 3.1. Correlations between stand counts and final
20 seed lots at Powell Butte and
Oregon, 1989.

yields of
Hermiston,

Days
Location from planting

Yield vs.
Plant stand

Powell Butte 21 -0.07
32 0.28 *

41 0.24 *

Hermiston 24 -0.07
31 0.54 **

38 0.79 **

46 0.77 **

* = significant (p = 0.05)
** = highly significant (p = 0.01)

66
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Table 3.2. Number of plants per seed lot at 31 and 32 days
at Hermiston and Powell Butte,

1989. 1/
from planting
Oregon,

Seed lot Powell Butte Hermiston
1 27.0 21.0
2 27.5 25.5
3 27.8 22.8
4 27.8 20.8
5 29.3 24.8
6 27.5 22.5
7 29.0 20.0
8 29.0 23.5
9 27.5 26.0
10 28.5 26.5
11 28.3 24.5
12 26.3 27.0
13 27.8 25.5
14 29.0 26.0
15 27.8 23.3
16 29.0 28.3
17 28.8 25.8
19 28.8 25.0
22 28.8 23.0
23 29.3 20.0

Average 28.2 24.1
LSD @ 5% NS NS

1/ perfect stand = 30 plants
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Table 3.3. Tuber length to width ratios from Powell Butte
and Hermiston, Oregon, 1989.

Seed Powell Butte Hermiston

lot 114-284g >284g 114-284g >284a

1 1.66 1.99 1.74 2.04

2 1.64 1.89 1.80 2.17

3 1.57 1.93 1.83 2.04

4 1.49 1.74 1.70 1.96

5 1.68 1.93 1.79 2.14

6 1.51 2.01 1.70 1.95

7 1.59 1.98 1.73 1.93

8 1.55 2.00 1.87 1.97

9 1.51 2.00 1.72 1.92

10 1.71 1.94 1.79 2.09

11 1.56 1.95 1.71 1.92

12 1.62 1.99 1.76 1.95

13 1.67 1.84 1.67 1.96

14 1.60 1.86 1.84 1.76

15 1.61 1.91 1.83 1.94

16 1.54 1.83 1.68 1.99

17 1.65 1.93 1.82 1.97

19 1.61 1.90 1.82 1.97

22 1.71 1.82 1.92 2.15

23 1.60 1.89 1.90 2.72

AVERAGE 1.60 1.91 1.78 2.02

LSD @ 5% 0.11 NS NS 0.25

LSD @ 1% 0.15 NS NS 0.33



Table 3.4. Significance levels (p values) of yields and
specific gravities at Powell Butte and
Hermiston, Oregon, for 1988 and 1989.

Powell Butte "Hermiston

69

1988 1989 1988 1989

Total yield 0.00 ** 0.70 0.05 0.07

U.S. No.1 yield 0.00 ** 0.51 0.00 ** 0.00 **

114-284g yield 0.02 * 0.09 0.00 ** 0.00 **

>284g yield 0.00 ** 0.04 * 0.03 * 0.06
Specific gravity 0.44 0.01 ** 0.01 ** 0.08

* = significant differences (p = 0.05)
** = highly significant differences (p = 0.01)
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Table 3.5. Total and U.S. No. 1 yields (T/ha) and specific
gravities of 20 seed lots at Powell Butte and
Hermiston, OR, 1989.

Seed
lot

Powell Butte Hermiston
Total No. 1
yield yield

Specific
gravity

Total
yield

No. 1
yield

Specific
gravity

1 54.4 36.1 1.085 45.4 26.3 1.076

2 54.1 36.9 1.086 63.9 38.7 1.073

3 53.6 37.4 1.087 53.8 31.8 1.074

4 53.0 34.3 1.087 53.7 36.6 1.077

5 55.3 34.1 1.086 54.2 31.2 1.074

6 57.6 35.1 1.086 54.6 32.4 1.074

7 56.9 34.1 1.088 53.9 31.6 1.075

8 54.5 32.0 1.087 63.4 42.4 1.077

9 51.6 34.3 1.085 53.6 35.1 1.077

10 52.1 36.5 1.088 56.8 31.2 1.073

11 53.9 36.1 1.087 61.0 35.6 1.074

12 48.7 35.5 1.085 51.7 22.9 1.075

13 50.3 29.0 1.086 52.2 26.3 1.073

14 55.0 36.9 1.085 53.0 30.6 1.074

15 51.6 31.9 1.084 56.4 39.1 1.074

16 52.7 31.7 1.086 59.4 36.3 1.075

17 51.7 35.1 1.087 48.9 22.6 1.075

19 54.3 34.0 1.088 59.0 36.7 1.076

22 52.3 35.7 1.088 69.0 41.4 1.073

23 57.7 37.8 1.090 41.6 11.6 1.070

AVERAGE 53.6 34.7 1.087 55.3 32.0 1.074

LSD @ 5% NS NS 0.003 13.9 12.8 0.004

LSD @ 1% NS NS 0.004 18.5 17.1 0.005



Table 3.6. Yields (T/ha)
for

1989.

of tubers by weight and grade
20 seed lots at Hermiston,categories

Oregon,

Seed lot
U.S. No. 1

U.S. No.2 Culls<114g 114-284g >284g
1 8.6 18.4 7.9 5.3 5.2

2 8.7 21.3 17.5 9.0 7.4

3 7.9 20.9 10.9 8.8 5.4

4 5.5 19.8 16.8 7.5 4.3

5 7.7 19.9 11.2 8.9 6.6
6 6.1 18.1 14.3 8.7 7.5

7 8.3 19.8 11.9 9.4 4.5
8 7.0 21.4 20.9 9.2 4.9

9 7.3 17.0 18.1 5.8 5.3

10 9.5 21.1 10.1 9.4 6.7
11 8.4 18.6 17.0 10.0 7.0
12 8.6 15.3 7.7 11.6 8.5
13 8.5 15.2 11.1 10.4 7.1
14 8.6 21.2 9.7 8.8 5.2

15 6.3 23.7 15.4 6.1 4.9
16 6.6 17.2 19.0 9.1 7.5
17 6.4 10.9 11.7 11.3 8.6

19 8.0 20.5 16.2 9.1 5.2

22 11.7 22.2 19.2 9.5 6.5

23 7.6 7.3 4.3 9.3 13.2

AVERAGE 7.9 18.5 13.5 8.9 6.6

LSD @ 5% 2.7 6.3 NS NS NS
LSD @ 1% NS 8.4 NS NS NS
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Table 3.7. Yields (T/ha)
categories for
Oregon, 1989.

of tubers by weight and grade
20 seed lots at Powell Butte,

Seed lot
U.S. No. 1

U.S. No.2 Culls<114g 114-284g >284g
1 8.6 25.4 12.8 2.3 8.5
2 11.5 27.9 11.1 1.6 5.1
3 7.1 25.4 14.2 2.0 8.1
4 9.0 25.7 10.7 0.8 9.9
5 8.4 24.0 12.2 1.4 12.7
6 9.1 25.1 12.0 1.4 13.3
7 9.9 28.8 7.4 2.2 11.9
8 9.9 25.2 8.6 1.1 12.8
9 8.5 25.7 10.6 0.9 8.9

10 7.8 26.7 12.0 1.5 7.3
11 7.8 24.4 13.8 1.8 9.2
12 9.1 28.9 8.7 1.5 3.3
13 9.9 22.3 8.4 1.6 11.1
14 11.4 30.4 8.7 2.0 5.7
15 7.6 22.5 11.3 0.9 12.4
16 11.2 25.7 7.9 1.2 9.7
17 8.3 23.8 13.4 2.2 7.2
19 12.3 25.6 10.4 1.7 7.4
22 9.2 27.1 10.7 1.2 7.1
23 8.2 23.3 16.6 3.3 9.6

AVERAGE 9.2 25.7 11.1 1.6 9.1
LSD @ 5% 23.1 NS 44.5 NS NS
LSD @ 1% 30.7 NS NS NS NS
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Table 3.8. Numbers of tubers per plant for 20 seed lots at
Butte and Hermiston, Oregon, 1988.

Powell

Seed Days
Powell Butte

Days from
Hermiston

from planting planting

Lot 63 86 111 48 68 98 124

1 4.5 12.5 6.5 11.0 13.2 13.0 9.2

2 4.8 10.2 8.3 8.8 7.0 10.3 9.0

3 5.0 8.5 8.2 13.7 9.8 11.8 9.7

4 4.2 6.8 6.8 11.7 9.0 12.3 7.0

5 4.2 8.8 6.8 10.3 8.2 12.8 8.5

6 3.5 7.8 9.3 11.2 12.3 10.2 10.3

7 4.8 10.3 9.0 13.0 10.0 11.0 11.0

8 6.7 11.2 8.3 11.8 11.5 12.8 10.2

9 2.2 10.2 9.2 16.3 11.0 13.5 8.3

10 3.3 11.8 8.7 12.0 9.3 8.8 10.0

11 5.8 9.2 8.3 10.2 9.7 8.5 10.2

12 2.7 7.5 10.3 12.2 10.0 12.7 10.3

13 7.8 8.8 10.0 10.8 11.0 12.7 12.0

14 4.7 8.3 6.8 8.6 11.3 8.5 10.8

15 3.8 12.0 8.6 12.7 9.4 12.8 9.5

16 3.2 10.2 7.8 11.2 11.5 9.3 8.5

17 4.7 8.5 9.0 8.5 9.7 10.3 9.8

19 4.5 9.5 9.3 8.7 9.5 9.8 10.8

20 5.2 8.8 9.5 15.0 9.3 13.0 9.7

23 2.2 9.0 8.5 6.5 8.0 7.5 8.3

MEAN 4.4 9.5 8.5 11.2 10.0 11.1 9.7



Table 3.9. Numbers of tubers per plant for 20 seed lots at
Butte and Hermiston, Oregon, 1989.

Powell

Seed Days
Powell Butte

Days from
Hermiston

from planting planting
Lot 60 81 102 62 84 104 125

1 6.0 10.0 6.7 9.0 5.7 7.7 5.0

2 10.3 8.0 8.0 5.0 5.0 7.7 5.7

3 9.0 12.0 6.3 6.0 6.7 5.7 6.7

4 4.3 5.3 5.0 7.0 9.0 11.7 6.0

5 9.0 7.0 5.7 3.7 6.3 6.0 9.0

6 7.0 6.0 6.0 5.3 6.0 9.0 8.7

7 6.3 10.0 10.7 5.0 8.0 8.3 7.7

8 8.5 9.0 7.7 6.3 9.7 6.0 6.7

9 6.0 8.0 7.7 6.3 6.3 2.7 8.5

10 7.3 7.7 5.7 5.3 7.7 4.3 7.7

11 9.0 8.7 6.7 9.3 6.3 4.7 6.3

12 6.0 6.3 5.0 7.0 10.3 9.7 15.0

13 6.0 9.0 7.3 9.0 6.3 7.3 8.3

14 5.0 10.3 8.0 10.3 9.3 12.0 8.7

15 6.7 13.0 6.0 12.0 12.3 6.0 6.3

16 10.3 7.7 7.7 10.7 10.7 5.3 7.7

17 7.0 9.0 9.7 6.0 5.3 10.3 6.0

19 5.7 11.0 7.7 13.7 7.5 12.0 11.3

22 6.5 10.0 10.3 7.0 7.3 8.3 6.7

23 3.0 9.3 10.3 3.7 3.0 5.0 17.5

MEAN 7.0 8.9 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.5 8.3



Table 3.10. Fresh vine weights (g/plant)
Powell Butte and Hermiston,

of 20
Oregon,

seed lots at
1988.

Seed
Lot

Days
Powell Butte Hermiston

from planting Days from planting
63 86 111 48 68 98 124

1 332.6 1164.2 672.8 434.7 933.8 997.5 671.3
2 506.5 1323.0 710.6 468.7 1125.0 1282.5 581.3
3 604.8 1043.3 657.7 423.4 870.0 1192.5 630.0
4 423.4 1224.7 601.8 385.6 757.5 1590.0 360.0
5 559.4 1315.4 642.6 464.9 1016.3 1027.5 348.8
6 461.2 1050.8 622.9 404.5 930.0 1042.5 708.8
7 551.9 929.9 665.3 415.8 903.8 960.0 491.3
8 612.3 1179.3 819.5 415.8 810.0 1327.5 787.5
9 370.4 1065.9 813.4 446.0 675.0 1560.0 753.8

10 415.8 1285.2 784.7 521.6 990.0 1245.0 480.0
11 483.8 1043.3 580.6 355.3 971.3 1035.0 1035.0
12 446.0 1179.3 1244.4 438.5 892.5 1455.0 686.3
13 574.6 846.7 754.5 396.9 843.8 1500.0 536.3
14 483.8 831.6 789.3 415.8 832.5 1102.5 648.8
15 430.9 1217.1 683.4 567.0 776.3 1275.0 531.0
16 400.7 943.5 2842.5 487.6 881.3 1087.5 1020.0
17 612.3 1254.9 952.5 438.5 817.5 840.0 270.0
19 461.2 1050.8 1026.6 506.5 1005.0 1305.0 285.0
22 589.7 1149.1 1044.8 446.0 930.0 1035.0 483.8
23 393.1 1096.2 972.2 457.4 1560.0 2047.5 1713.8
MEAN 485.7 1109.7 894.1 444.5 926.1 1245.4 651.1



Table 3.11. Fresh vine weights (g/plant) of 20
Powell Butte and Hermiston, Oregon,

seed lots at
1989.

Seed Days
Powell Butte Hermiston
from planting Days from planting

Lot 60 81 102 62 84 104 125

1 597.5 614.3 372.0 829.3 1344.7 1768.3 741.7

2 666.0 810.7 642.7 832.3 1231.3 1373.0 1475.7

3 657.7 951.3 638.3 960.3 1192.0 1172.0 1490.3

4 440.0 801.0 527.0 758.0 1346.0 1219.7 1430.7

5 544.3 927.7 515.3 695.0 1523.3 1537.3 2122.5

6 547.3 875.0 585.7 649.7 1028.3 1341.3 1218.0

7 499.7 893.3 653.7 628.7 803.7 1186.7 866.0

8 438.1 1127.0 630.0 667.3 1320.3 1341.7 1174.0

9 557.8 981.3 689.7 548.3 1086.7 1052.7 1359.5

10 504.6 1075.7 581.7 831.7 1041.0 1553.3 1517.7

11 601.4 938.0 489.3 738.0 1042.3 1433.3 2097.0

12 487.7 833.0 242.0 516.7 925.0 1209.7 1808.0

13 668.5 921.3 570.7 805.7 1364.0 1647.3 2125.3

14 503.6 1025.0 482.7 1121.7 1065.3 1274.7 1415.0

15 484.4 871.0 449.3 653.7 1202.7 2050.0 1354.7

16 623.5 856.7 321.3 760.0 1111.3 1119.3 1131.7

17 506.5 953.0 438.0 640.0 941.3 927.0 1111.3

19 613.8 761.0 558.3 824.3 1090.0 1180.3 1657.7

22 575.2 764.0 321.0 586.0 1093.0 1215.7 1140.7

23 475.0 1740.7 1443.0 785.3 1242.7 2901.0 5541.0

MEAN 549.6 936.1 557.6 741.6 1149.8 1425.2 1638.9



Figure 3.1. Deviations from the overall average total and U.S. No. 1 77

yields for 20 seed lots at Powell Butte and Hermiston, OR, 1989.
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General Discussion and Conclusions

Seed lots from many different sources yielded

differently when they were received directly from the

grower. These studies indicate that yield differences

persist in a long season area even after viruses have been

accounted for and seed has been grown and stored under

uniform conditions.

Many factors influence seed lot growth and performance,

and partitioning yield variation accordingly is difficult.

Mutations occur in potato at a regular, albeit low

frequency, and if desireable characters are selected for

year after year, tuber type and plant growth can possibly be

improved over time. Many seed growers maintain seed lots

separately and select high yielding plants to establish new

lines with the goal of improving yield and tuber appearance.

Differences in tuber conformation are evident among

different sources of Russet Burbank. Many growers maintain

more than one line of Russet Burbank. One of the

participating growers in this study indicated that the seed

lot sample that originally came from his farm had been grown

there for approximately 60 years. He currently grows three

Russet Burbank lines and recently switched his main crop to

a different clone because it seemed to produce smoother

tubers. Differences in tuber shape (Table 3.3) and

appearance were evident among the Russet Burbank seed lots

used in this study. Some seed lots could be identified by
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tuber conformation alone during grading at Hermiston in

1989, with some lots producing blockier tubers than others.

While differences in tuber conformation do not necessarily

lead to yield differences, they are important to processors

and fresh packers. When large tubers are processed for

fries, a tuber with blocky ends would produce less wasted

product than a pointed or rounded end tuber.

To more fully understand the extent and nature of the

differences expressed in these two years of testing seed

lots, further comparisons in replicated yield trials using

standardized seed is needed. Differences in seed lots can

best be evaluated by producing and using true clones from

the original lots. In these studies, three seed lots

consistently yielded high in a long season area during both

years and one of these lots had consistently high yields

during both years in two very different growing areas.

Since virus levels seemed to be very low, yield differences

in both years were probably due to non-pathological factors.

The elimination of physiological age differences in seed

used for the 1989 planting suggests that genetic factors may

have been largely responsible for yield differences in 1989.

If clonal differences in yield and/or tuber type are

consistent from year to year, they are important to the

commercial grower because an increase in yield represents an

increase in potential profit, and to the seed grower because

even small statistically non-significant differences could
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become economically important as a clone is repeatedly

increased to provide seed for many hectares.

It is possible further testing may show that the amount

of variation at the clonal level is insignificant and only

becomes significant when a clone is repeatedly increased to

provide seed for many hectares. Line selection would be

useful in this situation because selection of promising

plants could lead to development of high yielding clonal

lines.
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